ENGLISH SAMPLE TEST 3

1. Don’t unfasten your seatbelts until the plane ... to a complete halt.
   a) will come   b) hasn’t come   c) won’t come   d) has come

2. If we ... more people, we could play basketball in the yard.
   a) had invited   b) will invite   c) have invited   d) would invite

3. He ... very badly because he looked exhausted.
   a) must have slept   b) need have slept   c) had to sleep   d) needed to sleep

4. By the time we get to station, our train ... .
   a) will have left   b) will leave   c) would have left   d) would leave

5. I wish it ... last weekend. We didn’t really enjoy our visit to the zoo.
   a) won’t rain   b) wouldn’t rain   c) didn’t rain   d) hadn’t rained

6. He ... out of the window when the car crashed into the fence.
   a) was looking   b) looking   c) were looking   d) is looking

7. I’m afraid our game of tennis ... .
   a) will have to be put off   b) will be putting off   c) will put off   d) will must be put off

8. When ... doing yoga exercises?
   a) have you stopped   b) did you stop   c) you stopped   d) have you been stopping

9. Something will ... to reduce the amount of paper we waste in the office.
   a) must be done   b) have to be done   c) has to be done   d) have done

10. The smaller the car is, ... to park in the city.
    a) easier it is   b) the easier it is   c) the easier is it   d) the easiest it is

11. Now I know I ... harder, then, I would have passed the exam.
    a) should work   b) should have worked   c) ought work   d) must have worked

12. ... coat is it?
    a) Who’s   b) Whoes   c) Whose   d) Whos’

13. Nobody ... to the teacher when Jim entered the classroom.
    a) was listening   b) were listening   c) listened   d) has been listening

14. I haven’t been to the swimming pool ... .
    a) since long   b) for a long time   c) in the last time   d) lastly

15. You ... drive carefully. There are police radars everywhere.
    a) had rather   b) would rather   c) had better   d) would better

16. I hope I ... this essay in by the end of the week.
    a) will finish   b) will be finishing   c) will have finished   d) will have been finished
17. Jim would certainly have a better job if he ... a university degree.
   a) had   b) would have   c) has   d) didn’t have

18. His first novel, ... was made into a film, was written in 1976.
   a) it   b) which   c) which it   d) that

19. ... a good meal, sir?
   a) Had you got   b) Did you have   c) Had you   d) Have you

20. If you ... where I told you, you wouldn’t have received this fine.
   a) parked   b) had parked   c) would park   d) would have parked

21. A lack of oxygen in the lungs may ________ insufficient partial pressure of oxygen in the air inhaled.
   a) lead to   b) result in   c) cause   d) result from

22. The digestive tract________ the mouth, the esophagus, the stomach, and the intestines.
   a) made up of   b) consists of   c) composed from   d) makes up

23. Some cells and molecules can pass through capillary walls, so capillary walls are ________.
   a) elastic   b) permeable   c) semi-permeable   d) flexible

24. A v-shaped ________ in the lesser curvature of the stomach is called the angular notch.
   a) duct   b) indentation   c) gutter   d) pressure

25. The ________ region is located in the armpit.
   a) gluteal   b) pectoral   c) deltoid   d) axillary

26. Which suffix conveys the meaning of diseased condition and abnormal increase?
   a) – pathy   b) - itis   c) –osis   d) –poiesis

27. In osteoporosis the bone appears thin and fragile and ________ to fracture.
   a) causes   b) is liable   c) relieves   d) is due

28. Urography is making x-rays of the urinary system after it has been rendered opaque by a radiopaque solution. The word ‘render’ means the same as ________.
   a) make   b) do   c) supply   d) colour

29. Most doctors tend to lean toward drugs which have got reduced ________ effects.
   a) abnormal   b) adverse   c) sufficient   d) responsive

30. The thymus is conspicuous in infancy, reaches its maximum size during puberty, then is largely replaced by fat in the adult. The word ‘conspicuous’ means the same as________.
   a) easily seen   b) gets more attention   c) palpable   d) negligible